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SECTION 1

learning context

1

design context

learning purposes

Young children enjoy making music in
simple ways – chanting, singing,
clapping hands to a beat – and you can
capitalise on this through designing and
making basic musical instruments that
require only a modest amount of practice
to play well enough for a short
performance before the rest of the class.
This performance is by a quartet of
instruments and should last between 30
seconds and 1 minute. There are
opportunities to explore rhythm, simple
melody lines and the arrangement of
parts.  Depending on the success of the
performances you might decide to form a
class orchestra with several different
sections and perform a class piece at an
assembly.

In this unit children will learn:

t how simple musical instruments work;
(Session 1)

t to make simple music from stretched
strings;

(Session 2)

t to make simple music from stretched
skins;

(Session 3)

t to make simple music from tiny
particles; (Session 4)

t to make simple music from blocks;
(Session 5)

t to compose a short piece of music for
four players.

(Session 8)



SECTION 2

tasks for learning

the small tasks
the focused practical tasks

the big task
the design and make task

2

1 Looking at musical instruments
40 minutes

2 Exploring stretched strings
40 minutes

3 Exploring stretched skins
40 minutes

4 Exploring rattles
40 minutes

5 Exploring sounding blocks
40 minutes

6 Composing a short piece for four
players

40 minutes

The big task is to design and make a
simple musical instrument and use it to
play a part in a piece for four players.

90 minutes

The evaluation 60 minutes

Unit review 30 minutes

the use of found materials simplifies the construction of the musical
instruments. In this case a plastic bottle has been used as he basis for a
simple maraca. The soft “shushing” sound is provided by popping corn
and kidney beans. The decoration is simply bold painted stripes. In the
case of children at school the apparent simplicity of the design is
underpinned by an investigation into rattles and the sorts of containers
and rattlers that can be used



SECTION 3

children’s decisions

design decisions

3

The teacher in consultation with the class
should decide on the overall theme of the
display.

The children can decide on the following:

t how the music maker will work

required learning in Sessions 1–5,

design decision made in Session 6;

t what the music maker will look like

required learning in Sessions 1–5,

design decision made in Sessions 6 and 7;

t how the music maker will be
constructed

required learning in Sessions 2–5,

design decision made in Sessions 6 and 7;

t how the music maker will be played

required learning in Sessions 1–5,

design decision made in Session 8;

t what the music maker will play

required learning in Session 8,

design decision made in Session 9.



looking at musical instruments
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SECTION 4

teaching the unit

suggested timing
40 mins

session
one

Teacher input

Tell that class that they will be designing
and making their own musical instruments
and that it will be important to know
something about how they work. Explain
that to find out the class will look at four
musical instruments that work in different
ways. These are:

t maracas; t a drum;

t a xylophone; t a guitar.

Tell the class to listen quietly while you
shake the maracas and then use these
questions to stimulate a discussion.

t What sort of sound do they make?

t Is it short or long? Is it soft or loud?

t What do we need to do to make lots
of these sounds?

t Can the maracas make different sounds?

t Are maracas good for playing tunes or
for rhythm?

t Does what the outside is
made of affect the
sound the
maracas make?

t What do you think
is inside the
maracas?

t How does this affect
the sound the maracas make?

t What happens to the sound
when you hold the maracas
around the body?

Tell the class to listen quietly while you
bang the drum and then use these
questions to stimulate a discussion.

t What sort of sound does it make?

t Is it short or long?

t How can we change how loud the
sound is?

t What do we need to do to make lots
of these sounds?

t Can the drum make different sounds?

t Are drums good for playing tunes or
for rhythm?

t What happens to the sound when you
press on the skin?

Tell the class to listen quietly while you
play the xylophone and then use these
questions to stimulate a discussion.

t What sort of sound does it make?

t Is it short or long?



looking at musical instruments (continued)
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SECTION 4

teaching the unit

session
one

t How can we change how loud the
sound is?

t What do we need to do to make lots
of these sounds?

t Can the xylophone make different sounds?

t Are xylophones good for playing
tunes or for rhythm?

t What happens to the noise when you
press on the blocks?

Tell the class to listen quietly while you
play the guitar and then use these
questions to stimulate a discussion.

t What sort of sound does a single
string make?

t Is it short or long?

t How can we change how loud the
sound is?

t How can we make the string make
different sounds?

t What is the difference between the
strings that make low notes and those
that make high notes?

t How can we play several sounds at
the same time?

t Are guitars good for playing tunes or
for rhythm?

t What happens to the sound when you
press lightly on the strings?

Pupil activity

Organise the class into groups so that each
group can look at and try out the different
instruments.  Tell the class that each group
should discuss the following questions and
agree a short answer that they all write down.

t What vibrates on the maracas when it
is played?

t What vibrates on the drum when it is played?

t What vibrates on the xylophone when
it is played?

t What vibrates on the guitar when it is played?

Teacher input

Ask different groups to report on which
parts were vibrating. Use their answers to
reinforce the idea that sound is produced
whenever we can make things vibrate fast
enough. Finish off by showing how this is
true even for a ruler!

Resources

Stimulus: maracas, drum, drum sticks, xylophone, beaters, guitar, plectrum, 30␣ cm ruler;

Consumables: paper;

Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in moving between tables and how the risks can be controlled by
the way the children behave. Discuss the hazards and risks involved in working as a group and how
these can be controlled by the way the children behave and treat one another. Discuss the hazards
involved in investigating the musical instruments and how the risks can be controlled by being careful
and sharing in a friendly way.



SECTION 4

teaching the unit

session
two

6

suggested timing
40 minsexploring stretched strings

Teacher input

Explain to the class that you are going to show them how to investigate the way stretched
strings can make sounds using rubber bands and empty tins. Show the class four different
sorts of rubber bands: a long thin rubber band, a short thin rubber band, a long thick
rubber band and a short thick rubber band. Show the class how to put one of these bands
around a tin so that it is stretched across the open top. Then pluck the stretched band so
that it makes a sound. Tell the class that they will work in groups and that each group will
have the four different rubber bands and two tins – one large and one small. Explain that
each group has to use this equipment to find out how to make different sounding musical
notes.

Pupil activity

Organise the class into groups so that each group can explore the sounds that can be
made with the rubber bands and tins.  Tell the class that each group should discuss the
following questions and agree on a short answer which they all write down using notes
and sketches.

t How many different sounding notes did we make?

t What causes a note to be high or low?

t What could we do to play the notes loud and soft?

t What could we do to make the notes sound louder?

There is a ready-to-copy sheet ‘Exploring stretched strings’ which you may wish to use with
some children.



session
two
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exploring stretched strings (continued)

Teacher input

Ask a member from each group to make
a brief report on what they have found
out. Put some of the notes and sketches on
display for future reference. Ask the class
what else they might use instead of tins
and rubber bands. Use the answers as
the basis for a homework suggestion.

Resources

Stimulus: two tins one tall and wide and one short and thin each with one
open end plus four rubber bands long and thick, short and thick,
long and thin and short and thin;

Consumables: paper, rubber bands; long and short, thick and thin, ‘Musical
instruments: exploring stretched strings’;

Tools: tins, tall and wide, short and thin with one end open.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using rubber bands and tins and how the
risks can be controlled by being careful. Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when
working in a group.

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Homework

Give each child in the class a selection of
rubber bands to take home and ask them
to find containers that are good at
amplifying (making louder) the sound
produced by the stretched band. Tell them
that they should bring in examples of
containers that work well.



SECTION 4

teaching the unit

session
three

exploring stretched skins
suggested timing
40 mins

8

Teacher input

Explain to the class that you are going to show them how to investigate the way stretched
skins can make sounds using balloons and empty tins. Show the class two different sizes
of round balloon – one large one small. Show the class how to cut a balloon in half so
that it is stretched across the open top of one of the tins. Then tap the stretched band so
that it makes a sound. Tell the class that they will work in groups and that each group will
have the two different balloons and two tins – one large and one small. Explain that each
group has to use this equipment to find out how to make different sounding musical notes.

Pupil activity

Organise the class into groups so that each group can explore the sounds that can be
made with the balloons and tins.  Tell the class that each group should discuss the
following questions and agree on a short answer which they all write down using notes
and sketches.

t How many different sounding notes did we make?

t What causes a note to be high or low?

t What could we do to play the notes loud and soft?

t What could we do to make the notes sound louder?

There is a ready-to-copy sheet ‘Exploring stretched skins’ which you may wish to use with
some children.



session
three

exploring stretched skins (continued)
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SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Ask a member from each group to make
a brief report on what they have found
out. Put some of the notes and sketches
on display for future reference. Ask the
class what else they might use instead of
tins and balloons. Use the answers as the
basis for a homework suggestion.

Homework

Give each child in the class two balloons
to take home and ask them to find
containers that are good at amplifying
(making louder) the sound produced by
the stretched skin. Tell them that they
should bring in examples of containers
that work well.

Resources

Stimulus: two tins one tall and wide and one short and thin each with one
open end plus two round balloons one large one small;

Consumables: paper, round balloons large and small, ‘Musical instruments:
exploring stretched skins’;

Tools: tins, tall and wide, short and thin with one end open,
scissors, pencils.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using balloons, scissors and tins and how the
risks can be controlled by being careful and using the correct procedures. Revisit the discussion
about controlling risks when working in a group.



exploring rattles
suggested timing
40 mins

session
four

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Explain to the class that you are going to show them how to investigate the way the
maracas worked using tins, dry sand, dried peas and paper clips! Show the class a tin
and with an open end and put in a handful of dry sand . Put a plastic tin lid over the
open end and shake the tin so that it makes a rattling sound. Tell the class that they will
work in groups and that each group will have the two tins – one large and one small with
lids plus sand, dried peas and paper clips. . Explain that each group has to use this
equipment to find out how to make different sorts of rattle sound.

Pupil activity

Organise the class into groups so that each group can explore the sounds that can be
made with the tins, sand, dried peas and paper clips.  Tell the class that each group
should discuss the following questions and agree on a short answer which they all write
down using notes and sketches.

t How many different rattle sounds notes did we make?

t Which rattle sound did we think was the best?

t Can we explain why?

t What could we do to make the rattle sound louder?

There is a ready-to-copy sheet ‘Exploring rattles’ which you may wish to use with some
children.

10
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exploring the display of objects (continued)
session
four

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Ask a member from each group to make
a brief report on what they have found
out. Put some of the notes and sketches
on display for future reference. Ask the
class what else they might use instead of
tins, dry sand, dried peas or paper clips.
Use the answers as the basis for a
homework suggestion.

Homework

Give each child in the class some dried
peas to take home and ask them to find
containers that are good at amplifying
(making louder) the sound produced by
the peas. Ask them to find alternatives to
the dried peas. Tell them that they should
bring in examples of containers and
‘rattlers’ that work well.

Resources

Stimulus: two tins one tall and wide and one short and thin each with one open end and
plastic lids; dry sand, dried peas and paper clips;

Consumables: paper, dry sand, dried peas and paper clips, copies of ‘Musical
instruments: exploring rattles’;

Tools: tins, tall and wide, short and thin with one end open and plastic
lids; pencils.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using dry sand, dried peas, paper clips
and tins and how the risks can be controlled by being careful and using the correct
procedures. Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when working in a group.
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exploring sounding blocks

session
five

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

suggested timing
40 mins

Teacher input

Explain to the class that you are going to show them how to investigate the way the xylophone
works using strips of wood. Show the class a collection of strips of wood – different lengths
and different thickness. Take one of the longer pieces, hold it at one end, ask the class to
listen very carefully while you tap it on the table. Now take a piece of similar thickness but
much shorter and holding it at one end tap it on the table. The tap from the shorter piece will
be a higher note. Ask the class if the two taps sound the same or different. Tell the class that
they will work in groups and that each group will have a collection of strips of wood. Explain
that each group has to use this equipment to find out how to make a series of differently
sounding taps going from a low note to a high note.

Pupil activity

Organise the class into groups so that each group can explore the sounds that can be
made with the different strips.  Tell the class that each group should discuss the following
questions and agree on a short answer which they all write down using notes and
sketches.

t How many different tapping sounds notes did we make?

t What sort of strip makes a low note?

t What sort of strip makes a high note?

t Did we get a series of notes from low to high?

t What could we do to make the tapping sound louder?

There is a ready-to-copy sheet ‘Exploring sounding blocks’ which you may wish to use with
some children.
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exploring sounding blocks (continued)

session
five

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Ask a member from each group to make
a brief report on what they have found
out. Put some of the notes and sketches
on display for future reference. Ask the
class how they might support the sticks so
that they could be played like a
xylophone. Use the answers as the basis
for a homework suggestion.

Homework

Give each child two pieces of  wooden
strip to take home and ask them to find
containers that are good at supporting
and amplifying (making louder) the sound
produced when the blocks are struck. Tell
them that they should bring in examples
of containers that work well.

Resources

Stimulus: two wooden strips, same cross section, one long, one short;

Consumables: wooden strips of different length and cross section, paper, ‘Musical
instruments: exploring sounding blocks’;

Tools: pencil.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using wooden strips and how the risks
can be controlled by being careful and using the correct procedures. Revisit the
discussion about controlling risks when working in a group.
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the big task: designing and making the music makers

sessions
6 + 7

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

suggested timing
90 mins

Teacher input

Explain to the class that they will work in
groups of four and that each group will
make four different musical instruments
using what we have learned about
making musical sounds in the Small Tasks.
Tell the class that one should use stretched
rubber bands, one should use stretched
balloon skin, one should use small rattlers
and one should use sounding blocks.
Remind the class to use what they found
out in their homework about containers
that can be used for bodies that help
amplify sound.

Explain to the class that the most
important part of the design is that the
musical instruments work well but that it is
also important that they look good and
that they should spend some time thinking
about ways to decorate them. Suggest to
the class that there are three ways to
apply surface decoration that they could
use: painted stripes, coloured string
wrappings or cut out stick on shapes. Tell
the class that it is important that the
decorations don’t spoil the sound made
by the instruments.
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the big task (continued)

session
6 + 7

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Pupil activity

Tell the class that each group should
discuss the musical instruments that they
are going to make and develop
specifications for each one. Explain that
for each one they will need to consider
whether they will make one or several
different sounds, how those sounds will
be produced and what sort of body they
will use to support the sound makers and
amplify the sound. There is a ready to
copy sheet ‘Musical instruments
specification’ which you may wish to use
with some children. Tell the class that
each group should show you their
completed specification before they start
designing and making in detail.

Resources

Stimulus: displays from Sessions 2,3,4, and 5;

Consumables: rubber bands of different sizes, balloons of different sizes, dry sand, dried peas,
paper clips, wooden strip of different lengths and cross section, tins, plastic tin
lids, other containers of various sorts, paper, ‘Musical instruments
specification’ sheets, coloured string, paint, peel off stick on labels,
panel pins, dowel (for ‘drum sticks’);

Tools: scissors, pencils, junior hacksaws, sawing boards, brushes, pin
hammer, computer, microphone plus software such as Soundlab.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using the tools, materials and
components available for making the musical instruments and how the risks
can be controlled by being careful and using the correct procedures. Revisit the
discussion about controlling risks when working in a group.

Extension work

Children who finish early or who need an
extra challenge could be asked to do the
following.

t Sample the sounds made by their
musical instruments by using simple
software such as Soundlab and a
microphone connected to their
computer and use the sampled sound
to create simple pieces of music.

t Produce a short illustrated guide
explaining how to play the musical
instrument that they have designed and
made.
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session
eight

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

composing a short piece for four players
suggested timing
40 mins

Teacher input

Tell the class that now each group has to
compose a short piece of music in which
each of the four instruments designed and
made by the group plays a part. Explain
to the class that the piece of music is
called a quartet as it involves four players
and that it should last between 30
seconds and one minute. Tell the class
that they should form quiet practice
groups. If necessary take the class to the
school hall where the groups can be
widely separated.

Pupil activity

Each group develops a short piece of
music in four parts and practices playing
the parts together. Each group should try
to write a statement of the music to be
played by each instrument in terms of the
beats or notes played.

Teacher input

Close the session by telling the class that
they will perform their quartets to the rest
of the class as part of the way they will
evaluate the musical instruments.

Resources

Stimulus: musical instruments designed and made by the children;

Consumables: paper;

Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when working in a group. Emphasise the importance of
being careful and sharing in a friendly way.
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session
nine

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

suggested timing
60 minsevaluating the final product

Teacher input

Tell the class that they will be listening to
each group perform their short piece of
music. They should listen carefully and
then the class will be asked to vote on the
following questions:

t Could you hear each of the individual
instruments? Yes or No

t Did each instrument have an important
part in the piece? Yes or No

t Overall did the performance sound
good? Yes or No

t Overall did the performance look
good? Yes or No

Tell the class that the number of Yes to No
votes will give an indication of how
successful the musical instruments are.

Pupil activity

The class listens to each of the
performances and casts votes by a show
of hands which you record on the board
to give a part evaluation of each group’s
musical instruments. The children can use
Part 1 of the ‘Musical instrument
evaluation’ sheet to record the votes for
their group’s instrument.

Teacher input

Tell to the class that now they need to
evaluate the individual musical
instruments. Explain that the first way to
do this is for the members of a group to
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session
nine

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

evaluating the final product (continued)

swap instruments with one another and
try them out to answer the following
questions:

t Is the instrument comfortable to play?

t Does the instrument make a good
musical sound?

t Does it look attractive?

Pupil activity

In groups the children should try out each
others instruments and write short
answers to the evaluation questions. The
children can use Part 2 of the ‘Musical
instrument evaluation’ sheet.

Teacher input

Tell the class that now that each one of
them should now evaluate their musical
instrument by comparing it with the
specification. Explain that in doing this

they will find out whether it is as they
intended. Remind them that when they
wrote the specification they decided on
the following:

t whether it will make one or several
different sounds;

t how those sounds will be produced;

t what sort of body they will use to
support the sound makers and amplify
the sound.

The children should refer to their original
specification sheets.

Pupil activity

Individually the children compare the
performance of their musical instruments
against the specification. They can use
Part 3 of the ‘Musical instrument
evaluation’ sheet.

Resources

Stimulus: musical instruments designed and made by the children, ‘Musical
Instrument specification’ sheets;

Consumables: paper, ‘Musical instrument evaluation’ sheet;

Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using the musical instruments and how the
risks can be controlled.
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suggested timing
30 mins

session
ten

unit review

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Explain to the class that it is important to
think about how to get better at design
and technology and that they can do this
by discussion the following questions.

t What did you enjoy most?

t What did you find easy?

t What did you find difficult?

t What did you get better at?

t Did you help each other?

t What could have been done better?

t How could these be done better?

Pupil activity

The children should discuss the questions
in groups and when they have finished
you should ask each group to make a
short report to the class. Based on these
reports the class should agree a statement
of improvement for their next design and
technology unit.

Resources

None required

Health and safety check

Discuss whether the class used hazard recognition, risk identification and risk control  to design and
make safely.



Session 1   Session 2 Session 3 Sessions 4-6

maracas, drum, xylophone, guitar, stretched string stretched skin rattle, composition,
musical note, vibrates, rhythm, tune compose, amplify

Stimulus materials Consumable materials Tools

Session 1 maracas, drum and drum sticks, paper pencils,
guitar and plectrum, xylophone and
beaters , 30 cm ruler

Session 2 2 tins one tall and wide and 1short paper, rubber bands: long and tins, tall and wide, short
and thin each with one open end short, and short, thick and thin and thin with one end
plus four rubber bands long and thick  ‘Musical instruments: exploring open
short  and thick, long and thin and stretched strings’
short and thin

Session 3 two tins one tall/wide and one short paper, round balloons, large and tins, tall and wide, short
/thin each with one open end plus smal, ‘Musical instruments: and thin with one end
two ballons, one large one small exploring stretched skins’ open, scissors, pencils

Session 4 two tins one tall and wide and one paper, dry sand, dried peas and tins, tall an wide, short
short and thin, each with one end clips, copies of  ‘Musical and think with one end
open and plastic lids, dry sand, instruments: exploring rattles’ open and plastic lids,
dried peas and paper clips pencils

Session 5 two wooden strips, some cross wooden strips of different length pencils
section, one long, one short and cross section, paper, ‘Musical

instruments: exploring sounding blocks’

Sessions displays from Sessions 2–5 rubber bands of different sizes, scissors, pencils, junior
6+7 balloons of different sizes, dry sand, hacksaws, sawing

dried peas, paper clips, wooden boards, brushes, pin
strip of different lengths and cross  tins, plastic hammer,
section, tin lids, other containers of computer, microphone
various sorts, paper, ‘Musical ’ plus software such as
instruments specificationsheets, Soundlab
coloured string, paint, peel-off/
stick-on labels, panel pins, dowel

Session 8 musical instruments designed and paper, ‘Musical instrument pencils
made by the children, ‘Musical evaluation’ sheet

SECTION 5

resources and links

vocabulary

resources summary

20
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links to other subjects

SECTION 5

resources and links

Literacy

This module of work links well with non-
fiction writing in terms 1 and 2.  If notes
were kept regarding the exploration of
instruments in the early sessions, these
could be used to write a non-
chronological reporting term 1.
Instructions could be written for making or
playing the instrument which would link
well with the writing in term 2.

Science

The science PoS under Sc4 Physical
Processes states that children should be
taught that sound is made when objects
vibrate but that vibrations can not
necessarily be seen, how to change pitch
and loudness and that vibrations require
a medium through which to travel.  This
module of work will enable all these
statements to be achieved.  ICT could be
used if sensors and data logging software
are available to detect and compare
sounds made under different conditions.



Musical instrument: exploring stretched strings

Wrap a rubber band
round a tin like this.

Make a sound
with the rubber
band like this.

What can you do to make the note higher?

What can you do to make the note lower?

What can you do to make the note louder?

What can you do to make the note softer?

You have four different rubber bands, one large tin and one small tin.
How many different sounding notes can you make?



Musical instrument: exploring stretched skins

Cut  a balloon in
half like this.

Stretch half a
balloon across
a tin like this.

Make a sound
with the rubber
band like this.

What can you do to make the note higher?

What can you do to make the note lower?

What can you do to make the note louder?

What can you do to make the note softer?

You have two different balloons, one large tin and one small tin.
How many different sounding notes can you make?



Musical instrument: exploring rattles

Pour some
sand into a tin

Fit a lid onto the
tin like this.

Make a sound
by shaking like
this.

What can you do to make the sound louder?

What can you do to make the sound softer?

You have dry sound, dried peas, paper clips, one large tin, one small tin plus a lid.
How many different rattle sounds can you make?



Musical instrument: exploring sounding blocks

Make a sound with a wooden strip like this.

What can you do to make the note higher?

What can you do to make the note lower?

What can you do to make the note louder?

What can you do to make the note softer?

You have two different wooden strips.  How many different
sounding notes can you make?



Musical instrument specification

Name Class

How many different sounds will my musical instrument make?

One  ❑ Two   ❑ Three  ❑ Four   ❑

How will the sound be produced?
Vibrating string   ❑ Vibrating skin   ❑

Tiny pieces that rattle   ❑ Vibrating blocks   ❑

What body will be used to amplify the sound?

Metal tin   ❑ Plastic bottle   ❑

Something else

How will I decorate my musical instrument?

Painted stripes   ❑ Coloured wrappings   ❑ Stick on shapes  ❑

Other



Musical instrument evaluation

Name Class

Group members:

Part 1

Could the class hear each of the individual instruments?  ❑ Yes /No  ❑

Did each instrument have an important part in the piece? ❑ Yes /No  ❑

Overall did the performance sound good?  ❑ Yes /No  ❑

Overall did the performance look good?  ❑ Yes /No  ❑

Part 2

Is my instrument comfortable to play? ❑ Yes /No  ❑

Does my instrument make a good musical sound? ❑ Yes /No  ❑

Does my instrument look attractive? ❑ Yes /No  ❑

Part 3

Does my instrument make the sounds it was supposed to?  ❑ Yes /No  ❑

Does my instrument work in the way it was supposed to?  ❑ Yes /No  ❑

Does my instrument use the body it was supposed to?  ❑ Yes /No  ❑

Has my instrument been decorated as it was supposed to be? ❑ Yes /No  ❑
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